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TRANSITION HIGHLIGHTS:
We are 45 days into our 120-day transition and it seems like time is 
moving more quickly than it has all year. The HMIS Transition Team 
continues to work hard, stay caffeinated and make progress. Here are 
some highlights from the last week:

• Substantial energy went in to updating the master schedule with a 
detailed scrub by each functional area to pull together an 
executable schedule. This schedule will drive actions to assure 
critical path success and enable predictive leadership focus. 

• The combination of efforts across due diligence, material 
differences, and missing scope identification are generating a clear 
vision for HMIS Readiness Review to begin in late October. Once 
DOE approves workforce and compensation transition deliverables, 
we will be able to begin executing hiring and subcontracting.  

• Over 25 percent of existing MSA procedures have been blue 
sheeted for future use by HMIS and the team continues to work on 
the remaining procedures. 

• To date, we have completed 43 out of 107 contract deliverables.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS:

HMIS looks forward to continuing the success and impact of MSA’s 
community outreach and volunteerism. We’re looking for input from 
current MSA volunteers – send your ideas for the name of the new 
program and for new volunteer opportunities (for those during and after 
COVID-19 restrictions) to renee_l_brooks@rl.gov. Together, we can 
continue to make a huge difference!

CONTACTS:

• Jed Alexander 
HMIS Transition Manager  
gerald_f_alexander@rl.gov   
(571) 526-7509 or (571) 251-2860

• Elizabeth Lugo 
HMIS Deputy Transition Manager  
elizabeth_c_lugo@rl.gov  
(509) 373-0432 or (509) 438-9041

HMIS Transition Questions Email – 
HMIStransition@rl.gov 
*Questions sent to this account will not be 
answered individually. They will be used to develop 
presentations for town hall meetings and the  
FAQ section on the webpage.  
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL 
MEDIA:

Facebook:  
@hanfordmissionintegrationsolutions

Instagram:  
@hanfordmissionintegration

LinkedIn:  
Hanford Mission Integration Solutions

FUN FACT: The seven key personnel 
of the HMIS team have more than 170 
years living and working in the greater 
Tri-Cities region!
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In normal times, Diane loves to travel – and eat – which 
she and her husband have learned to combine, by doing 
walking food tours in the cities they visit. From Spain 
to New York to Italy to Chicago, she loves the insight 
local tour guides share while indulging in local cuisine. 
Of course, with COVID-19 putting a stop to most travel 
plans, this year they’ve focused on a backyard project. 
Right now, it’s mostly dirt, but by next spring they’ll have 
a wonderful backyard oasis, complete with a hot tub and 
outdoor kitchen.

We hope you’re as excited to meet and get to know Diane 
in the coming months, as we are proud to have her help 
lead the HMIS team. 

Meet Diane Cato
Each week we will feature a partner or executive 
member of the HMIS team. 

Born and raised in Illinois (and a lifelong Chicago Bears 
fan as a result), Diane Cato moved to the Tri-Cities in 
2008 to be part of the Tank Farms contract transition. In 
addition to her Hanford experience, she has managed 
engineering activities at both the Savannah River and 
Idaho DOE sites, including spent fuel storage operations 
and startup and operation of a Neptunium processing 
facility. With more than 30 years of experience in 
DOE facility engineering and operations, a bachelor’s 
in nuclear engineering from the University of Illinois 
and an MBA from NOVA Southeastern University, 
Diane is poised to lead the Engineering, Projects & 
Technology organization for HMIS. She’s especially 
looking forward to the technology piece, sharing, “We 
will have the opportunity to invest in technologies that 
we can translate into enhanced efficiencies, safety and 
capabilities across the Hanford Site.” 
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and had a part in a local production at the Richland 
Players Theater. Diane is also deeply invested in giving 
back and says she’s “a sucker for anything involving kids 
or dogs.” She currently serves as the board president of 
Safe Harbor Support Center, a local charity focused on 
providing a safe nurturing environment to help children 
and families heal from trauma and recover from abuse 
and neglect. She and her husband also have two rescue 
dogs – Drake, whom they’ve had for years; and Truffle, 
who was a Valentine’s gift and came from the Ridge Dogs 
Program in Connell.
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 Diane is married and has three kids through a 
wonderfully blended family. Her husband, Bryan, is 
actually pretty famous – he starred as “Chaos” in the 
MSA/Hanford Records Management video series! They 
met when Diane decided to try something different 


